Forescout eyeExtend for Advanced Compliance®

Simplify endpoint configuration management and compliance enforcement

Zero-day attacks get a lot of attention—with good reason. To break into the network and steal sensitive data, many of these threats take advantage of misconfigured operating systems and software, as well as missing security updates. They can be particularly damaging because PCI DSS, HIPAA and other industry and government regulations require organizations to secure systems that contain sensitive information—with potential legal exposure and steep fines for those that don’t.

Standards organizations such as the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) publish operating system and application configuration benchmarks in the Security Compliance Automation Protocol (SCAP) to help enterprises run endpoint compliance testing. However, organizations remain challenged by the proliferation of BYOD, transient and guest systems that ultimately go undetected and un-benchmarked, leaving security configuration holes that can be easily exploited.

Forescout eyeExtend for Advanced Compliance fills enterprise security and compliance gaps with automated on-connect and continuous endpoint detection and SCAP-enabled configuration testing against relevant regulations. The solution can also notify administrators and automate network access control by quarantining or limiting network access of devices when test results don’t meet preconfigured thresholds.

Challenges

- Detecting and monitoring all network-connected managed and unmanaged devices across campus, data center, cloud and OT networks
- Ensuring all devices are properly configured and updated at all times in compliance with industry mandates and security best practices
- Reducing IT and security staffs’ manual workload of managing device hygiene and compliance
- Preventing misconfigured devices from accessing the network and creating security gaps that can be easily exploited

The Compliance Solution

Forescout eyeExtend for Advanced Compliance automates on-connect and continuous endpoint configuration assessment to comply with industry regulations and transform a slow, manual, labor-intensive process into one that can be performed continuously on an enterprise scale.

Forescout eyeExtend for Advanced Compliance can leverage any security benchmark and content published in the SCAP standard. It slashes compliance and security risk by detecting any device connecting to the network. It runs a preconfigured set of configuration benchmarks and isolates or limits network access until results are

Benefits

- Enhance security hygiene and regulatory compliance
- Simplify compliance auditing, assessment and analysis with customizable compliance thresholds and reporting geared to compliance audits
- Reduce risk by preventing or limiting network access until all benchmarks have run and vulnerabilities eliminated
- Automate remediation in cases of exceeded thresholds or indicators of compromise

Highlights

- Real time discovery, classification and assessment of endpoint systems without requiring agents
- On-connect, SCAP-enabled endpoint configuration assessment to comply with security mandates
- Continuous endpoint configuration benchmarking
- Notification to network administrators or security officers of configuration issues so they can take action
- Restrict, block or quarantine noncompliant or compromised devices
- Set benchmark performance thresholds for results analysis and automated remediation workflows
- Automate vulnerability response and mitigation in response to benchmark results
Use Cases
Continuous Configuration Management
The Forescout platform helps organizations comply with relevant regulatory requirements and security best practices by continuously discovering and running SCAP-enabled configuration benchmarks on every Windows device connecting to the network. It can also confirm that all Windows endpoints remain compliant while they are on the network by running benchmarks automatically on a schedule or in response to an event.

Report and Quarantine Noncompliant Endpoints
The Forescout solution can enhance security and help organizations comply with security audits by generating and emailing a detailed report of any endpoint that fails to meet a defined compliance level for any given SCAP benchmark. Equally important, the solution can quarantine all endpoints that fall below a preconfigured minimum compliance level.

Measure Compliance Levels Against Known Benchmarks
IT can assess the overall state of compliance by using the Forescout platform to report on compliance of all Windows endpoints for a given benchmark. The platform can then drill down on any compliance rules of interest for a more in-depth understanding of endpoint compliance.

Generate Standard Security Compliance Reports
Information security officers can use eyeExtend for Advanced Compliance to generate detailed reports in the standard Asset Report Format (ARF), either individually or on an ongoing basis, according to a preconfigured schedule. Users can define a target server for the placement of reports for audits and automated submission to external ARF-compliant applications.